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Consumer goods companies expecting to achieve ongo-
ing 2% to 4% annual top-line organic growth in the US 
are waking up to a disturbing reality. Turbulent retail-
ing trends mean that unless they drastically rethink 
their strategies, brands could be hard pressed to capture 
even one-third of this growth, while up to 30% of their 
margins could be at risk.

Consumer attitudes and shopper behaviors have put 
consumer goods companies at a crossroads. Americans 
are defining value in new ways by embracing private 
labels, demanding low prices and, in rising numbers, 
migrating away from larger-known brands in favor of 
fresh and less-processed foods. And consumers are in-
creasingly going online to purchase their groceries. 

Consider how US consumers are enthusiastically buy-
ing small brands that appeal to numerous health 
choices, food allergies, ethnic tastes, local origin and 
other preferences. Small consumer goods manufactur-
ers (those ranked below the top 100 consumer goods 
companies in 2015 sales) captured 64% of growth in 
branded goods in 2010 to 2015. Bain & Company re-

search found that 15 years ago large brands were more 
likely than small brands to outgrow their categories con-
sistently year-over-year. Today, small brands have the 
edge as 23% of them outpaced their category growth 
every year from 2010 to 2014, compared with only 14% 
of larger brands (see Figure 1). A flood of funding—
coupled with plug-and-play e-commerce models and vi-
ral marketing—has dramatically lowered the barriers to 
market entry and growth for smaller brands. With many 
of them using online distribution platforms, traditional 
channels aren’t reaping the full benefits of this growth.

These trends are significantly changing the US grocery 
landscape. Drug, dollar, discount and online players 
have boosted their food offerings. In discount, ALDI 
continues its US expansion as Lidl prepares to aggres-
sively enter the market, both relying on private label 
strategies to fuel their growth. At the premium end of 
the market, specialty retailers such as Sprouts will 
continue to outpace the industry’s growth by offering 
healthier and fresh alternatives. At the same time, 
e-commerce continues to accelerate as online grocery 
grows nearly 15% each year in the US.

Figure 1: Small brands are increasingly more likely than large brands to outpace their category

Notes: Large brands defined as having 2014 sales greater than the category mean; small brands defined as having 2014 sales below the category mean
Sources: IRI Reviews US MULO; Bain analysis
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What does this mean for large, established consumer 
goods companies? Major changes. If brands do noth-
ing, our analysis suggests many companies will strug-
gle to see growth rates that reach 1%, a phenomenon 
some have already begun to experience. So as they 
battle to defend their share of a shrinking pie, gone are 
the days when big brands can grow in tandem with tra-
ditional grocers, ruling the roost with outsized ad bud-
gets, large salesforces and far-reaching supply chains. 

In once-dependable traditional grocery channels, the vast 
majority of growth for branded consumer goods compa-
nies will have to come from stealing share in center-store 
categories even as branded goods fight with private la-
bels, fresh food and small brands for shelf space. And 
most companies will find themselves under-penetrated 
in key growth channels (see Figure 2). Many lack the 
capabilities and service models to win in dollar and dis-
count, and particularly in e-commerce (see the Bain 
Brief, “Winning the Race for Digital Commerce”). 

The bottom line: up to 30% of margins could be at risk. 
Consumer goods companies will face tougher trade 

Traditional grocers react—and big brands 
feel the pressure

With the world around them shifting, traditional gro-
cery channels—supermarkets and convenience stores 
that once were the source of reliable growth for con-
sumer packaged goods—will continue to see their 
share positions erode. To defend their share, they’re 
devoting more store space to fresh food, prepared food 
and smaller brands that cater to consumer tastes, while 
expanding their private label offerings to boost margins 
and create greater differentiation. To stay competitive, 
they’re lowering shelf prices, while investing to expand 
into e-commerce and improved service models.

All of this costs money and comes at a time when most 
traditional grocers’ top lines are hurting. In response, 
traditional grocers are aggressively cutting costs to 
make their P&Ls work—carrying less inventory, 
squeezing savings out of their supply chains and trim-
ming labor costs. Meanwhile, consolidation trends 
will continue as retailers seek additional ways to im-
prove costs through scale.

Figure 2: Growth for consumer goods companies is skewed toward smaller brands and nontraditional 
channels

Notes: Larger consumer packaged goods (CPGs) companies represent top 100 manufacturers, based on 2015 sales; smaller CPGs represent all other manufacturers
Sources: Euromonitor; SEC filings; S&P Capital IQ; OneSource; IRI Reviews US MULO; Nielsen; Private Label Buyer; Bain analysis
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negotiations and more price pressures as their key 
customers find themselves in trouble. They will be 
asked for more responsive supply chains with im-
proved delivery speed, frequency and flexibility. They’ll 
be expected to provide shelf-ready casings, pack sizes 
tailored to store formats and more timely delivery 
schedules among other requirements. And the de-
mands will mount as retailers further consolidate to 
gain strength through scale. 

To position themselves for this emerging future, 
brands must attack these challenges on two fronts: 
First, reignite growth with the winners among tradi-
tional grocers but do so without overinvesting. At the 
same time, shift resources to win in new channels of 
growth. We’ve identified five imperatives to help large 
consumer products companies survive and thrive in 
this evolving retail landscape. 

Determine how much risk—or upside—you’ll have 
from channel shifts. We use the term “gravitational 
math.” If all the current trends continue for five years, 
doing nothing will result in inevitable downward pres-
sure on share, growth and margin for most bigger 
consumer goods companies. Why? They already have 
lower shares and margins in faster-growing channels 
and will inceasingly face the share implications of 
shifts to private label and fresh food in traditional 
channels. So before setting a plan to respond, it’s best 
to invest in understanding your company’s future 
channel exposure. How much of your retail shelf space 
could you lose? How much incremental consumer 
spending can you realistically expect to capture, and 
what do you need to achieve in terms of share gains 
to hit your targets? All of this requires a brutally honest 
assessment of the business—evaluating it as a private 
equity fund would, while understanding your specific 
category dynamics.

Decide where you should strategically focus to win. In 
traditional channels, identify retailers that know how 
to defend themselves—those that will emerge as lead-
ers—and dramatically reduce your costs to serve them. 
When it comes to new channels, carefully weigh the 
opportunities and risks. For example, in e-commerce, 

should you partner with pure plays, sell directly to con-
sumers or neither? Should you play in channels like 
deep discount, which could affect your brand image 
and your ability to maintain pricing and margins 
across the board? 

Redesign commercial and operational capabilities to 
win in both battlegrounds. Traditional grocers’ demands 
will change and new channels will have different sup-
ply chain and sales requirements. As a result, winning 
share with leaders in traditional grocery will require 
greater collaboration, including tighter joint business 
planning aimed at ensuring perfect sales execution, 
day in and day out (see the Bain Brief, “Perfecting Sales 
Execution”). Tougher data-driven negotiations will place 
even greater importance on revenue management and 
pricing capabilities. Supply chains set up to deliver long 
batches and full pallets to large distribution centers 
will be ill-equipped for high-growth channels demand-
ing multi-brand, multi-product pallets. Similarly, sales 
organizations can no longer be designed just for large 
accounts. They’ll need the flexibility to serve the vary-
ing needs of different channels. In some cases that 
could mean light-touch sales organizations that rely 
extensively on technology. And more cross-functional 
teaming will be critical to collaborate with retailers 
such as Amazon, which demands bespoke solutions 
for innovation and supply chain priorities in its com-
mercial discussions.

Build stronger and simpler product portfolios tailored 
to your channels. With your customer base shifting, 
you’ll need to assess how your product portfolio stacks 
up to serve the chosen mix of new and traditional chan-
nels. In traditional channels, where shelf space for 
branded goods is becoming increasingly competitive, 
rethink your portfolios to focus on your most produc-
tive, top-selling products, or “hero” SKUs (see the Bain 
Brief, “Growth Through Simplicity: How the Best Con-
sumer Goods Players Are Getting Bigger by Getting 
Smaller”). This will protect you from losing shelf space 
to competitors, while increasing your sales through 
broader distribution of high-performing SKUs. A global 
drinks manufacturer found that offering a core subset 
of key SKUs consistently across outlets enabled it to 
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Meanwhile, in Europe

While traditional US grocers may feel beleaguered, they have much rosier prospects than their Euro-
pean counterparts. 

Grocery retail profit pools are shrinking in Europe, and traditional retailers are taking actions that 
could forever change the ability of consumer goods companies to capture their historical share of 
profits and growth. Given operational and social constraints, packaged goods suppliers remain the 
primary area that retailers can squeeze for more profit. As a result, as much as 45% of the margins 
of consumer goods companies are at stake in Europe, based on our estimates. 

Some of what’s at play has yet to be seen in the US. For example, to salvage what they can of an 
eroding profit pool, European retailers have resorted to aggressive vendor and price management, 
in particular, through mergers, cross-border negotiations and service agreements. 

Such moves are making the US market—with its growth prospects and more constructive trade envi-
ronment—look structurally more attractive than Europe for global consumer goods executives.

obtain a higher percentage of sales than its current 
assortments could achieve. Implementing the recom-
mended assortment of these top SKUs in pilot outlets 
resulted in up to a 15% increase in share in those outlets.

And the mounting popularity of small brands raises 
another fundamental portfolio question: Are you able 
to compete with these newcomers? If not, can you suc-
cessfully innovate and launch your own alternative 
brands or selectively acquire and grow emerging small 
players alongside your portfolio of larger brands? Can 
you do it without overpaying or destroying the magic?

Get ahead of the mounting cost demands. Consumer 
goods companies will need to pare more costs in order 
to free up the resources needed to invest in growth. 
This is especially challenging when you invest in new 

growth channels ahead of revenues. Based on our 
experience, winning companies take a private equity 
approach to zero-base their entire cost structure. They 
align their costs with areas of growth while freeing up 
costs in assets, spending and organizations geared to 
serving traditional grocers. This disciplined approach 
inhibits costs from creeping back in. 

The channel shifts and consumer trends that are up-
ending US grocers could have dire consequences for 
brands that are left unprepared. The best consumer 
goods companies will control their own destiny. They’ll 
sustain their performance by choosing the right mix 
of traditional and new channels and then thoughtfully 
reallocate their resources to build the capabilities and 
portfolios required to win. That’s how they’ll find solid 
ground amid the shaky grocery landscape. 
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